English
Oral story - ‘The Tiny Seed’
Read aloud - ‘The Tiny Seed’,
‘Katie and the Sunflowers’ ,
‘Camille and the Sunflowers ’
Author Focus : James Mayhew,
Laurence Anholt

Science
Plants and Trees - Identifying and
,
Growing
Knowledge
Identify and name deciduous and ever
green trees. Identify and describe the basic
structure of a variety of common flowering
plants, including trees.
Skills
Use simple texts to find information.
Record observations in own way.
Communicate findings in simple way.
Show comparisons using a tally chart.

Knowledge
Find out and describe how plants need
water, light and a suitable temperature to
grow.
Skills
Suggest simple ideas to test.
Can use simple equipment related to task.
Communicate findings in different ways.
Collect evidence to try and answer a
question. Predicting and evaluating.
Given two options can see which one is
better.

Year 1 Summer 1
A Tiny seed

Memorable Moments
Rangers visit
Hillier’s trip

RE
People Jesus Met
Real PE: Physical
John and Jasmin learn to Juggle
Ringo to the Rescue
Computing
e-safety
Coding unit 1B
Music
Beat and Tempo
Music Express - ‘Pattern’, ‘Weather’
PSHE
DT - Cooking
Ham and pea pasta
Geography
Science - Growing
Cress

Maths
Multiplication and Division
Fractions
Geometry –Position and
Direction

ART
Knowledge - Learn about Van Gough,
his life and his art work.
Skills: Painting
To use Dip Dap Paint Palette skill
independently.
Transport paint from palette to mixing
palette.
Colour mix using 3 primary colours to
make secondary colours.
Know that it is easiest to start with the
lightest colour first.
To use the appropriate brush for mixing.
To create a piece of work in response to
another artist’s work.
To learn about the work of a range of
artists, describing the differences and
similarities between different practices.
To make links to their own work.
Skills: Printing
In same colour so pupils can concentrate
on marks and texture.
Recap how to use printing pad.
To learn how different materials make
different marks and textures.

